“From David to Jesus”
2 Samuel 24:18-25
Pastor Paul says I am the master at integrating a wide range of topics into one sermon –
finding the connections between the Scripture passage of the day and whatever is
happening in the news, the church, the calendar. My goal is the same as his, the same as
every preacher – to connect the dots to you.
Today there are so many dots to connect. This is Thanksgiving week in America, and I feel
like I also need a bridge to the Advent and Christmas season.
Today is also the last of 32 sermons we have preached over two years on 1 and 2 Samuel
and the psalms and life of David. So many dots.
In addition, Paul and I, along with our wives and others from Corinth – just returned from
visiting at least 32 major sites in Israel and Jordan. We’re still reeling from all those dots
experiences, trying to connect them to our own lives.
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Yesterday as I was preparing to write this sermon, I noticed a marketing email reminding
me it was “World Toilet Day.” Can I connect that dot too? Yes!
When I travel to other countries, I have this habit – some might call it an obsession – of
taking pictures of how the bathrooms are labeled. Here in the States we have a fairly
standard way of marking them. Maybe it’s by law, I don’t know.
But when you’re traveling in places where the language and culture are more diverse, they
have to get creative. Since it’s World Toilet Day, I had an excuse to show them to you.
Left to right, in Israel they have toilets for
• Triangle people – but I’m not fully sure which one is guys and girls.
• Double amputees
• Tom Hank’s best friend Wilson on Castaway, and also Sponge Bob Squarepants
• Male and female Ibex.
The point is to get your attention before you go in the wrong direction. That’s a great dot
to connect. God wants your attention.
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Last week Pastors Kevin & Amy introduced us to this closing chapter of the story with this
summary:
•
•
•
•
•

God is at angry at Israel and uses David to punish them, saying “Go take a census.”
David does what God says and then feels super guilty.
God then lets David choose his punishment for doing exactly what God asked him to do.
70,000 people die, but David, who did the thing, is spared.
The end.

I agree, except that it’s not the end. There’s more. We get to the “more” today.
Both pastors said the key verse of last week’s story is verse 14. This is, as every story in the
Bible is, a story about God. His mercy is great.
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Still, it feels like a story that raises so many hard questions is a strange way to conclude the
books of Samuel, Volumes 1 and 2.
Maybe not. I think it’s perfect.
Walter Brueggemann points out that 2 Samuel 24 is a fitting bookend to 1 Samuel 1. in
each case there is soul agony, prayer, and God.
Hannah prays to the “LORD Almighty,” a name for God that is first used in 1 Samuel 1 and
carries throughout the books of Samuel. This is literally, and in some translations, “The
LORD of hosts,” or “the LORD of heaven’s armies.” You are never alone. He is the God of
unlimited power.
It is to this God that David appeals for mercy. This God, the God of might and mercy, is his
God and our God.
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The characters are many in these two books. You recognize some of them, maybe all
The storylines repeat. There’s a remarkable repetition of events and responses.
What’s the Holy Spirit teaching us through the Who and the What?
There is only one main character all the way through. It’s God. There is only one storyline.
It’s God working in, among, and through Israel.
Every turn and twist in the story is about God and his people – sometimes one at a time,
sometimes as a group. When they forget that, there is disaster. But it’s still not the end of
the story.
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We now come to the end of 2 Samuel, and the final verse is not an accident. The last three
chapters are not necessarily chronological. They form a summary of pivotal events. The
narrator has told stories without interpreting their meaning.
David buys a particular place. We learn in 2 Chronicles this place is where Abraham had
brought Isaac to sacrifice him, and where Solomon would build the temple. Our narrator
isn’t as interested in the broader story, at least not explicitly. Those who know the bigger
picture understand.
This week’s addition to that story: David buys the place from a Jebusite named Araunah.
Araunah tries to give it to David, and David responds, “I will not sacrifice to the Lord that
which costs me nothing.” That sentence could be a sermon, or ten sermons, but it’s not
where I want to focus today.
David is a man of sacrifice, of spiritual intuition. He is a deeply flawed man and the
narrator has not tried to hide this. We’ve seen David fail as often as we have seen him
flourish.
David builds an altar, offers prayers, and the plague stops.
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To summarize the verse –
David built a place, a place that is arguably the most important place in the Hebrew Bible.
The Lord opened a portal for David to the invisible world. God meets David personally and
unmistakably.
The problem is solved. The plague that caused David – and so many others – such deep
spiritual anguish will fade into history.
So what’s the message of 2 Samuel 24? The same as every page on 1 and 2 Samuel. The
same as every page of the Bible, every story of faith. Every place, every portal, every
problem, advances God’s plan to redeem the world and make it his own.
We find here lessons for us about problems, places, and portals.
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First, we are discern and discuss the message or problems.
Problems are the norm. in the life of faith. There is a persistent heresy that when we
believe, God is supposed to prevent problems. Not so. Some are thrust upon us and
others are the result of our own sins and bad choices and failures to inquire of God. David
experiences all of those. In 2 Samuel 24, David is facing another problem he created.
A consistent biblical metaphor for problems is wilderness. Wilderness was more common
than provision for the Jews throughout the generations – in the Bible and since. Our lesson
in the wilderness took place in a vast, barren landscape.
There are three words for wilderness used in the Hebrew Bible The first means “struggle.”
It is when life is harder than usual. The second is “survivable.” This wilderness is a daily if
not moment by moment dependence on what I can’t see or know. Finally, “severe.” It is a
wilderness I will not survive.
We need to discern and discuss the wilderness, the problems. We need God and we need
his people to help us move ahead even when we don’t understand.
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I can’t think of a human “problem” more severe than the Holocaust. The Holocaust
museum in Israel, Yad Vashem, was sobering. This mural in the exit is titled, “From
Holocaust to Rebirth.” The four images represent –
1. Destruction, as a line of people are led to the crematorium and the Sabbath is
profaned.
2. Resistance, as the Jews fight with their meager weapons.
3. Immigration, as survivors sail to Israel, carrying weapons for defense and
agriculture.
4. Rebirth, as the Sabbath is righted, fruit grows on the plains, and a new generation
emerges, albeit with tears.
The message of this mural, and I wouldn’t even use it if the Jews themselves didn’t
interpret it this way, is that with God, the problem is never the last word. Hitler’s “Final
Solution” was an end to Hitler, not to the Jews and not to their God.
Visiting Israel today, we are amazed and humbled by their vibrant, secure, prosperous
nation. As we “discern and discuss” their history, the message is rebirth – even after the
worst “problem” the world has ever known.
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We visited both the tabernacle model in the wilderness and the temple mount in
Jerusalem. This is the spot David purchased in 2 Samuel 24.
What tabernacle and temple had in common was that they were places that represented
the presence of God.
David wanted to give the ark – God – a permanent home. The irony is that the various
temples didn’t last as long as the tabernacle itself. Place is important, because places point
us to God’s presence and remind us of his mercy and power.
But we also have to let go of places. We can’t hold on to the places. They disappear or are
destroyed.
What matters is the God who met us there. He doesn’t change.
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This was Linda’s and my third – and probably final – visit to Israel. Do I recommend it?
Absolutely. If you CAN. Not everyone can – for a wide range of circumstances.
For me, the power of these places is putting my sandals on the places Jesus walked – the
Sea of Galilee, Capernaum, Nazareth, Zippori, the Mount of Beatitudes, the Garden of
Gethsemane, the house of Caiaphas, the streets of Jerusalem, the temple mount.
We are created with a need for what we can touch – for the tactile, the tangible, the
touchable.
At the end of the tour, I threw away my worn out Jesus sandals. Places are powerful, but
we have to release them. They are not the point.
Where have you met Jesus? He probably won’t meet you in the same way. Recognize
those places, but then release them. Even in the Bible, God rarely uses the same places
over a long period of time in the same way. Otherwise the places themselves become
idols.
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In our Israel tour, we were looking for portals. How does God break through into our
visible world in the Bible? David had many portals – battles he won against a bear or a
giant, anointings, times he inquired of God, times God scolded him, moments in the
wilderness or on the throne, deliverances he didn’t deserve. So many others died because
of David, but he was spared. It was his heart – not his actions. It was God’s plan, not
David’s perfection.
God often used people as David’s portals. The portals for me in Israel were the people –
including our Jewish tour guide, who was vulnerable about his faith and family. But I saw
the Lord especially among the Arab Christians we met. Some of our brothers and sisters in
Christ were capitalists in Bethlehem. But so are we!
Where I saw Jesus clearly was among our friends in Nazareth as we worshiped with them
last Sunday. I told them if they visit Corinth they should come to the contemporary service.
Such vital, personal, hand-raising, clapping joy in the Lord.
Paul and I both had the chance to preach with Pastor Nizar Touma. When I finished my
part, he leaned over and said, “That was not a traditional service Bob.” Others said to me,
“Best sermon you ever preached.” Why? These people were my portal.
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Then there were the baptisms at the Jordan River. These were our people, and their
reaffirmation of faith was a portal for me. The picture is of Brenda and Burk Wyatt, who
have both faced intense cancer battles, Brenda most recently. One by one as I baptized my
own people, their faith was for me and all of us a portal.
Baptism is about identity, unity, and purity. It’s not about immersion v. sprinkling, or babies
v. adults. This came home to me Friday morning about 2am when I baptized the stillborn
son of Martin and Dana Andreasson. The request was a first for me, but it represented
their faith in God, their belief in life and eternal life, their reaffirmation of faith in a time of
profound grief.
Their faith bolstered mine. They were my portals. When we watch and wait for God, we
often think we are wanting someTHING to happen. God usually shows up in someONE, or
in someONES.
God’s people are often our portals to experience the living God.
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Problems, places, and portals are what faith is all about.
The message of problems is that God’s not done.
The meaning of places is that they are tools, but temporary ones. They can’t become idols.
The mystery of portals is in the waiting and watching. God will not be forced into a
preconceived timetable or box. But we always have his people.
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So what is the main point of all this? 1 and 2 Samuel is pointing us toward the Messiah.
David is a setup for Jesus.
I’m so ready for Advent and Christmas. I’m ready to focus on Jesus for the coming months.
Our Advent sermons will be on the them of “The Gift.”
Every problem, place, and portal points to the hope of the Messiah. The ultimate problem
is death, and he has conquered it once and for all.
The places of Jesus have largely been obscured or lost. There’s debate about where he was
born, where he died, where he rose from the tomb. This picture is a first century tomb, but
definitely not that of Jesus. Places can always point us back to the reality of who Jesus is,
but they are not the point.
Most importantly, the portal is a Person. A real human person, fully God and fully human.
He has come to us and shared our life. Because of him, God is always close.
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David models this on a personal level in his psalms.
We close this series of sermons on 1 and 2 Samuel and the life of David with another of his
psalms. If you are looking for a reading or prayer for your Thanksgiving table, consider
Psalm 40. Depending on your family situation, you might consider this psalm as a shared
prayer.
Psalm 40 is typically David – authentic about his own problems, his wilderness experiences.
This is his testimony, late in life, to the God whose might and mercy had brought him to the
throne and in whom he had placed his trust.
“I waited patiently for the Lord;
He turned to me and heard my cry.” Portal.
“He lifted me out of the slimy pit,
out of the mud and mire.” Problem.
“He set my feet on a rock,
and gave me a firm place to stand.” Place.
Thanks be to God. Amen.
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